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At a news conference on Jan. 25, President Alan Garcia said his government would not accept
a bailout by the International Monetary Fund as long as it insists on shock treatment for the
national economy. His comments followed a visit last week to New York and Washington by
Economy Minister Carlos Rivas in search of loans. Peru's economic crisis is featured by annualized
inflation estimated at 2,000%. Three years ago, the Peruvian government refused to implement
an austerity program in return for debt relief as designed by the IMF, and since then has rejected
the possibility of talks with the Fund. Garcia said the IMF was demanding that his government
impose a "supershock" program that would involve elimination of subsidies and massive layoffs.
For the president, implementation of such measures could have "irremediable social and political
consequences." According to Garcia, "We cannot fall for the colonial position that only through
foreign credits can the country's economic problems be solved. So if there is no flexibility (on the
part of the IMF) and there is no understanding that things can be done gradually, then we are not
going to reach an agreement." Meanwhile, said the president, Peru is seeking financial aid from the
European Economic Community and the Soviet bloc. He said he would be discussing Peru's needs
with Spanish Prime Minister Felipe Gonzalez and other European officials at the Feb. 2 inauguration
in Caracas of Venezuelan President-elect Carlos Andres Perez. (Basic data from AFP, 01/26/89)
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